The Hundredth Jubilee Issue of the Scientific Journal "The Culture of the Black Sea Littoral’s Folks" to the Anniversary of the Tenth International Conference "EVA - 2007, Moscow".

The tenth jubilee annual international conference "EVA-2007, Moscow" will take place at All-Russian state library of foreign literature named by Rudomino M.I. on the 3-6 of December 2007 year. The main organizers of this conference are Commission of European Community, Federal agency of culture and cinematography, the Center by the problems of informatization of sphere of culture, All-Russian state library of foreign literature named by Rudomino M.I., EVA - Conference International. The conference supports by Russian committee of the program UNESCO "Information for all" and by Russian department "IKOMOS". The theme of the conference is "Informative society, culture and education".

For the first it was planned to hold the special measure devoted to the electronic resources of Crimea on the conference. The theme of measure is "International cooperation: Russia-Ukraine. Crimea: social and cultural partnership and collaboration of libraries, museums and publishing houses in creation of electronic recourses" (section 3).

An editorial staff of scientific journal "The Culture of Black Sea Littoral’s Folks" made speech with a special initiative (editor-in-chief - Catunin Y.A.). The editors devote the hundredth issue to the jubilee conference and include the special additional informational informative paper-bag to all participants of Crimea section.

In accordance with tradition of permanent initialization of new direction in the development of journal and with the tendency of extensive formation scientific electronic potential of republic, the editorial staff made a decision that this jubilee issue should consist of 3 (three) volumes and each one executes scientific role and has its own informative individuality. General thematic direction of presented material and urgent request of big informative content unites the volumes. That's why two volumes present bibliographies (from the first to the third) and one volume (the second) consists of theoretical and scientific - practical materials. They are devoted to the development and use of informative technologies in culture and education in general and to library science in particular.

The First volume – "The Bibliography Of The Scientific Journal "The Culture of the Black Sea Littoral’s Folks" (the author is Dudchenko S.V.) includes the description of 400 articles, published at this journal from 66 to 75. The aim of Bibliography's creation and putting in the forefront of the hundredth issue was to show the respect to creative heritage of specialist and scientific countries of Commonwealth of Independent States and Far Foreign Countries. They made huge contribution to the development of science in Ukraine. The Bibliography consists of 4 main parts. They are "An Alphabetical index of articles", "Nominal index", "Cumulative index", "Electronic full-text appendix". It is very important to pay attention to "Electronic appendix". First, the form of information's research on electronic bearers corresponds to informative system which accompanies national project "Library to society". This project is initiated by the National Library of Ukraine named by Vernandskyi V.I. (general director is Onishenko A.S.). Nowadays it is realized as an electronic product of scientific purpose on CD, created in Ukraine. And the volume became more than one million of informative units.

The participation at this project became possible because the software was given to the Center of informative technologies of the center "Crimea" to heads of the National Ukraininan Library named by Vernandskiy V.I. (by Kostenko L.I.) in the frame work of collaboration of new kinds of informative products on electronic bears.

The collaboration of the above-named structures realizes under the treaty of participation in filling the Funds of National electronic library in Ukraine. The conformity problem of the research electronic documents in full-text collection of journal's articles.

Bibliography is the part of the general electronic collection of the scientific journal "The Culture of Black Sea Littoral's Folks". It is very difficult to overestimate the importance and the meaning of this collection. This conclusion confirms that on the present moment it is the most huge scientific electronic full-text collection (more than 4500 texts). This collection presents Ukraine (and Crimea) at the global informational space. The attendance of informational electronic pages exceeds 20000 of reviews.

The second volume of jubilee journal's issue that is devoted to the international conference "EVA - 2007, Moscow" conforms the general theme and theme of Crimean section. This journal has the published announcements of research workers and teachers of the biggest libraries and educational establishments ground and develop different directions of informative technologies to the work practice of scientific (and others) libraries. There are some articles of talented and original scientists and materials of research beginners, join scientists and specialists who can creatively decide problems.

Library staff and institute staff took part at presenting materials about researches. The peculiarity of the second jubilee issue is the representation language of information is not homogeneous (Ukrainian, Russian and English). The experience shows that offering form of using different languages is one volume which created in printed and electronic variants. It confirms informative materials of informative conference "EVA - 2007, Moscow", which present more than on two languages (Russian and English). That is why the next volume jubilee issue has formed under consideration the access to full-text information.

The third volume is a publication which added with information about the authors and participants of Crimean section who prepared reports which have relation to development informative and technologies at the Crimean's libraries.

This information is grouped to create bibliography of the authors of the scientific journal but there are distinctive features which affect in variety of information's accent and volume about every author. It explains that a compiler kept the author's.

Bibliography can not pretend and does not pretend on the fullness of information. But that information which is presented for publication can happen to the author without artifact. And it is not only condition of high informative culture when the content forms of every research issue and the demand of business ethics.

Bibliography's materials are located in the alphabet surnames of the authors. Bibliography of works is represented partly into account of the type and then - in direct chronology. The bibliography included articles from collection and journals; congresses, symposiums; bibliography and other documents. Auxiliary apparatus of bibliography contain only "Table of contents", as it is a first experience of professional bibliography on the particularized library's pages an issue of scientific journals "The Culture of Black Sea Littoral's Folks".

The Bibliography is formed as a type of double jubilee and the main task is to wide the author's presentation of this issue and new abilities, tendencies of development of specialized library issues in future. The big prospects open this direction of development.

The hundredth issue of journal for jubilee international conference "EVA - 2007, Moscow" presented our project.

We would like to invite specialists from scientific institute of Ukraine, of Commonwealth of Independent States and Far Foreign Countries and to thank all who took part in preparation and creation of this jubilee issue for profitable collaboration.

G.V. Yadrova